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Explore star and tuck shapes.
Explore creating sequences.

identifying and discussing different roles at the 
start, and allowing children to change roles, 

e.g. leading and following? 

using talking time/talking ball to share and 
listen to ideas, ensuring everyone has a chance  

to share ideas?

employing a sharing tactic where there has to 
be one idea or movement from everyone in the 

sequence?

asking groups/individuals to watch a performance, 
and name something they like give reasons?

Have you  
thought about

Which role/s did you take 

today and how did you feel in 

the role/s?

Review Question

Success =
1. Accurate, repeatable shape.
2. Good body tension to maintain shape.
3. Control (minimum wobble), holding balance for  
    at least 3 seconds.

Equipment

Home  

Challenge

What did you do to support 

others in your group and why 

is this important?

Review Question

Look/listen for different 

numbers and when you see/

hear a number lower than 6, try 

and make a balance with that 

number of points of contact.

real gym Cards and Dice, music 

with a beat, mats, flip chart paper, 

pre-marked cone, paper/pens

Learning Goals:
Travel and Balance

Social Goals:
All: I can help praise   
 and encourage   
 others in their   
 learning. (Level 2)



follow my 
leader

warm-up



1. Getting started

5. Add a spin

2. Perform to music 

3. Change the leader4. Add a shape

In small groups, form a line. 
The child at the front is the leader.
Follow the leader using different travelling 
movements.
Travel freely with the leader finding spaces, and 
use different pathways to travel.

On this command, ‘followers’ spin around and end in the shape  
before continuing.

Pick up the beat of the music with travelling movements.

On this command, the leader 
moves to the back of the group, 
leaving a new leader at the front. 

On this command choose a gym 
shape to hold whilst the leader 
drops to the back and the new 
leader restarts.
You could choose a different 
shape every time or decide on 
one shape and stick with that 
throughout.    

follow 
my leader

You can use your real gym Dice 
where you see this symbol.

Join the  

real gym 

movement to 
unlock more stages



front of  
real gym 
skill card



back of  
real gym 
skill card



pick your 
activity

skill 
application

Mapping 
Pathways

Dice  
Frenzy  



Dice Frenzy 



Dice Frenzy   

easier harder even harder
Use the dice number to indicate number 
of body parts in contact with the floor. 

Use one shape at a time (this could  
be selected by the dice for the whole 

class and activity).
Perform only static shapes.

All perform but make the shape 
individually.

Use only specific body parts.
Use specific shapes.  

Use the same shape for a time  
period then change.

Make balances using only patches or points
Balance with a set number of bases.

Stay in contact with one another.
Roll and perform a new gym shape each time you tick off a number, performing 

bases and varying the shape on every roll. 
Add levels or body parts.

Personal l Create as many shapes as possible during a set time and then try and  
  beat your score.
 l Challenge yourself to use different body parts each time or on    
  consecutive attempts.
 l Focus on performing the shapes well rather than rushing through, even  
  though you may repeat the same shapes.
Social l Work together in your group to make balances, sharing ideas.   
 l Share any ideas you have as to how you can increase your speed, whilst  
  maintaining quality.
 l Discuss how you can best cooperate as a team to maximise your performance.
Cognitive l After each game talk about what you did well, individually and as a team.
 l Work out the quickest way to collect all the numbers (tactics) and review  
  your performance after each game.
 l Agree on criteria to judge your performance on and then review how you  
  perform against them.
Creative l Allocate different themes to the 6 numbers with each number requiring  
  the linking of 2 skills together to fit the theme.
 l Create shapes that are mirrored/matched/contrasting or use another dice  
  to add levels/direction to perform the shape.
 l Change the rules or tasks within the game to make them more fun or  
  challenging.
Physical l Focus on performing the shapes with control, even though you may   
  repeat the same shapes.
 l Work out ways to quickly transition from one shape to another with quality.
 l Try to link the shapes in a sequence, adding changes in level/direction/speed.

	 l Feel your heart before and after and discuss what difference the game has made.
 l Move the ‘tick’ sheet further away and/or use different ways of travelling  
  to see if this makes you work harder.
 l Feel your pulse before and after the activity to see how hard you have been  
  working.

Health 

& fitness 

Equipment
real gym Cards, regular dice, flipchart/pens or mini white boards/pens.

Purpose
This competitive activity explores balances, the understanding of both 
points and patches and consolidates shape learning and understanding.

How to play
Divide the class into teams and give each a dice. Draw up a chart (on 
paper or mini white boards) with 6 numbered tick boxes for each team.  
Teams roll their dice and make a balance with that number of body parts 
(points or patches) in contact with the floor (bases of support). Once 
performed, they tick it off on their sheet.

Teams keep rolling the dice and, if the same number comes up again,  
they repeat a different balance on that number of points but do  
not tick it off again. Teams keep going until all 6 numbers have  
been ticked off. The winners could be the first team to tick off  
all 6 numbers or the first team to reach a specific score,  
e.g. 25 points.



Mapping 
Pathways



Equipment
real gym Cards and Dice, hand apparatus, low apparatus as 
required (mats, benches, movement tables)

Purpose
This activity is designed to support sequence construction and 
develop travel and pathways within sequences. Pathways are the 
patterns that are followed on the floor whilst moving, the most 
common being zig zag, straight, curve, L-shape, spiral and wave. 

How to play
Ask each child/pair/small group, to choose some pieces of hand 
apparatus and create a physical map on the floor showing the 
pathways they will follow in their sequence. Consider using the 
dice to help choose the levels/actions/pathways/apparatus/
partners/shapes. 

As an example, a rope in a zig zag followed by a hoop and then  
a straight line of cones could allow jumping in a zig zag along  
the rope, turning in the hoop and then walking backwards  
in a straight line.  

Mapping Pathways 

easier harder even harder
Use only one type of pathway. 

Use only one type of apparatus.
Break up the pathway with key shapes 

(Shape Cards 1, 2, and 3). 
Use only one type of movement  

(Travel Cards 1, 2 and 3).
Copy the pathway shown on the white 

board and create your own map. 

Follow the specified pathways in order. 
Create your own map.

Use two or three different types of apparatus.
Include benches and low climbing apparatus.
Play ‘Follow my Leader’ through the pathway.

Include specific gym movements determined by 
the dice, e.g. balance/travel/flight 

(Flight Card 3, Balance Card 3). 

Choose the order of pathways and create your own map. 
Add rotations to your sequence (Rotation Cards 1, 2 and 3).

Use large climbing apparatus to provide a third dimension (up and down).
Switch and try out others’ pathways by following their maps.

Personal l Identify how you will know you are successful and self-evaluate your  
  performance.
 l Challenge yourself by creating a more difficult pathway, e.g. using more  
  difficult apparatus/directions.
 l Work hard on your sequence to improve the quality of performance.
Social l When observing, help/encourage/praise your partner/group.
 l Develop and share ideas as to how to use your ‘map’, e.g. what pathway/ 
  movements to perform.
 l Guide others so that they can perform your pathway.
Cognitive l Try  your movements in different orders and identify the one that you can  
  perform best.
 l Observe another pair/group, discuss what they have done well and share  
  any ideas for improvement.
 l Identify criteria against which to judge the quality of your performance and use  
  them to identify improvements you can make.
Creative l Explore possible movements/apparatus/pathways with the aim of coming  
  up with something different.
 l Compare your pathways with those of others and try and link in some of  
  their movements to your own.
 l Introduce music of different speeds and adjust your movements accordingly.
Physical l Include changes in levels/speeds/directions in your sequence.
 l Break your pathway down and work on individual elements and then gradually  
  put them back together.
 l Create longer sequences and work on performing them with good control and  
  consistency, reviewing your performance throughout. 
  l Use a ‘word wall’ with key vocabulary to discuss how your ‘map’ affected  
  you physically.
 l Discuss at the start what you need to do to ensure you perform your  
  pathway safely.
 l Record and monitor how hard you are working when performing your and  
  others’ pathways.

Health 

& fitness 



Well done! You used the skills we 
practised in your sequence 

and performed them with control.

Using a mix of green, amber and red cards either prepare or get the children to write some ‘gift cards’.

Green cards - giving praise, e.g. 

l applied skills well in game 
l learned new skills 
l came up with new ideas

Red cards – constructive criticism, e.g.

l explain more clearly 
l be more patient  
l be more positive when things go wrong 

We still regard the red cards as gift cards because they can help someone to develop.

All the cards are placed face down (or can be face up) and the children take turns to choose one randomly, 
read it and pass it to an appropriate recipient. The giver explains why they have given the gift card, or the 
receiver has to guess why they have received it.

review 
methodGift Cards

Amber cards - supported others, e.g. 

l encouraged team-mates  
l patient with others 

l helped or involved others



enjoyed  
this?

or contact us to book your  
place on the next course:

020 8863 0304 
info@createdevelopment.co.uk
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click HERE to  
find out more  
about real gym
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